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Five years ago, Gail Warner turned to bead-
ing as a stress reliever.
Warner, a teacher’s aide at Mattoon
Treatment and Learning Center, said she needed
something to do other than watch TV when she
got home at the end of the day.
Before long, Warner was making her own
jewelry. She used beads from all over the coun-
ty and even from out of the country to create
original designs.
“I do things by whatever mood I’m in at the
time,” Warner said.
After three years of beading, Warner decided
she needed a store to sell not only her art work,
but local artists’ work and art supplies.
“Initially I opened in a space 6-by-12 feet,”
Warner said.
After two months in her 6-by-12 foot space,
Warner moved in with an artist to save on space.
The two worked together until the artist moved
to New Mexico.
Today, Warner owns Art Space, 714 Monroe
Ave., and carries not only her own beaded and
hemp jewelry, but also blown glass beads with
intricate detail. One bead, the size of a grape, is
a model of a aquarium complete with fish and
plants.
All of the bead work is done with colored
glass; none of the designs are painted on.
One of Warner’s favorite beads is a blown
glass goddess. The tiny bead, no bigger than a
quarter’s diameter, shows in close detail the face
and body of a goddess. Warner keeps one of
these beads in her personal collection.
“It’s just beautiful, it’s my favorite,” Warner
said.
The shop also features local artists’ work.
Lorelli Sims, a local blacksmith, has several can-
dlesticks for sale right now, but she recently took
a lot of her work to art shows. Usually there is
more of her work here, Warner said.
The walls are adorned with local artists’
paintings and a section of wall toward the front
of the store is set aside for children’s art.
Children nine years and older make and sell
their own creations.
Most of the art is jewelry, like necklaces, but
one 12-year-old has been making “beautiful”
hair clips,Warner said. 
The only stipulation Warner places on her
merchandise is that it is handmade.
Warner is considering carrying hematite
rings, but they would arrive as a finished product
and that goes against her ideals for the store, she
said.
Most of the merchandise was created by local
artists and they can bring their work to Art Space
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor
The Council on University Planning
and Budget delayed voting on a change
in its bylaws until a new president steps
in by a close vote of 16-15.
The proposed bylaws would remove
the university president as the chair of the
council and the vice chair, elected from
the executive committee, would become
the chair.
David Carpenter, professor of English
and CUPB member, said his motion to
postpone the approval is a “professional
courtesy to the new president.”
“I agree,” said Susan Kaufman, presi-
dent of Eastern’s chapter of the
University Professionals of Illinois. “It is
very important that the new president
have the ability to run a council such as
this.”
Alan Baharlou, chair of the geolo-
gy/geography department, said he is con-
cerned whether the value and power of
CUPB will remain if the university pres-
ident does not chair the council.
For several years, the council seemed
“non-existent” until Eastern President
David Jorns stepped in and made the
council “prestigious,” Baharlou said. He
also said the council should not lose its
prestige, and whoever chairs the council
should take this into consideration.
Baharlou also was concerned whether
the same issues would be discussed if the
president does not chair the council.
Lida Wall, dean of the College of
Sciences and CUPB member, said since
the council is in the “advisory capacity”
to the president, the
new president may like
to take a year to exam-
ine CUPB before any
changes are made.
In other business,
CUPB members
approved the executive
committee’s recom-
mendation for certain
council members to serve on vice presi-
dential advisory subcommittees. 
The academic affairs subcommittee
consists of Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell, Carpenter, Wall, and Anita
Shelton, chair of the history department,
will serve as the alternate.
Members of the business affairs sub-
committee are: Sandy Bingham-Porter,
information technology services; Jim
Nantz, Physical Plant administrative
assistant; Chuck Phillips, director of
human resources; and Lynn Kimbrough,
Physical Plant pipefitter will serve as the
CUPB tables
bylaw change
Dan Ochwat 
Staff writer
Eastern’s Board of Trustees today will
meet via telephone conference regarding
the status of the presidential search com-
mittee and possibly the off-campus inter-
views held last week.
The meeting will begin at noon in the
President’s Conference Room in the
Livingston C. Lord Administration
Building located in Old Main.
Shelly Flock, director of media rela-
tions, said she expects the committee will
discuss the off-campus interviews held in
Chicago for the eight semifinalists.
“We’re very pleased with the quality
and diversity of the candidates,” said Tom
Johnson, BOT member and chair of the
presidential search committee, in a press
release.
The search committee members spent
Wednesday and Thursday in Chicago
interviewing the semifinalists – three
women and five men – and are expected
to reduce the pool to three before
Thanksgiving, a press release said. A new
president may be named Dec. 10 or 11.
The semifinalists all have earned doc-
torates, both classroom and administra-
tive experience, and are sitting presidents
or academic vice presidents of higher
education institutions, a press release
said.
There were 52 nominees and the eight
semifinalists are from locations through-
out the United States - Alabama,
Arkansas, California, Connecticut,
Maine, Michigan, New York and Texas, a
press release said.
Search committee members Johnson,
BOT members Mack Hollowell and Nate
Anderson and Joe Dively, president of
Eastern’s Alumni Association, will take
part in the meeting by telephone, Flock
said.
She said the telephone conference is a
meeting with a round table set up in the
president’s office and speaker phones are
set up and arranged by the telephone
company for members who aren’t pre-
sent.
All other members of the presidential
search committee should attend the meet-
ing in person, Flock said.
Flock said she anticipates they will
cover regular business and then go into
executive session because the names of
the semifinalists cannot yet be made pub-
lic.
BOT to meet regarding
presidential search status
From stress to success
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Gail Warner, owner of Art Space, 714 Monroe Ave., works on a necklace using sterling silver and fresh-
water pearls at her work bench in the store. Most of the merchandise is created by local artists that bring
in their handmade work to sell..
Stress reliever turned to business for local owner
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) – After
backing down over U.N. weapons
inspections – and narrowly avoiding
an American missile strike – Iraq in
typical fashion Sunday declared
itself the victor in the dispute. 
Vice President Taha Yassin
Ramadan told state-run television
that Iraq had been able “to prove to
the whole world that our views are
correct’’ and that the Americans
were misguided. 
“This is the foundation and the
basis of our victory,’’ he declared. It
was the first official reaction to the
weekend’s tumultuous events, and
the rhetoric obviously was for local
consumption in a country weary of
U.N. anctions and of being isolated,
even from its Arab neighbors. 
The newscast made no mention
of President Clinton’s warning
Sunday that if Iraq does not abide by
its promise to allow U.N. weapons
teams to come back and work freely,
it will suffer a military attack. 
“Iraq has backed down,’’ Clinton
declared in a news conference at the
White House. “But that is not
enough. Now Iraq must live up to its
obligations.’’
He said U.S. forces would stay in
the Gulf and warned: “We remain
ready to act.’’
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz criticized Clinton’s vow that
the American government is com-
mitted to replacing Saddam’s regime
in Iraq. 
“I have to condemn strongly the
statement of Mr. Clinton, the plans
of his government to overthrow the
government of Iraq,’’Aziz said in an
interview on CNN. “This is a fla-
grant violation of the Security
Council resolutions as well as inter-
national law.’’
Aziz said he would not comment
on whether the crisis was over since
the Security Council was still debat-
ing it. “Whether this is going to end
the current crisis is up to the bel-
ligerents who are saber rattling,’’ he
said, referring to U.S. and British
threats to attack. 
Iraq would allow the U.N. arms
inspectors to do their normal work
under Security Council resolutions
and the understanding that Aziz
signed in February with U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the
deputy prime minister said. 
“Iraq does not accept any further
conditions,’’ he added, but the reso-
lution and agreement with Annan
appeared to cover Clinton’s
demands for complete access for the
inspectors and full Iraqi cooperation
with them. 
The United States and Britain
began building up their forces after
Iraq suspended cooperation last
month with the U.N. Special
Commission, which is charged with
overseeing the elimination of Iraq’s
weapons of mass destruction. 
Iraq on Saturday notified Annan
that it had reversed its decision. But
the United States – which called off
an attack at the 11th hour to study
Iraq’s statement – did not accept it
until Sunday, when Washington was
assured by the Iraqi regime that there
were no conditions attached.. 
Iraq declares itself winner of dispute
to sell. 
A number of seamstress sell clothes and Warner
also sells pottery.
Each piece an artist brings in is put up for sale
and if it sells, the artist receives a large portion of
the sale price, Warner said.
Warner’s store is more than just a place for
artists to sell their work, it is a comfortable envi-
ronment, Warner said.
She invites people to wander in, look around
and have a seat on the sofa and read a book.
“If they need me to make a pot of coffee, that’s
fine,” Warner said.
Warner also has a pile of beading boards on
hand. People can come in and make their own jew-
elry to match a dress or just for fun.
One of Warner’s favorite jobs at the store is cre-
ating jewelry for special occasions.
“A lot come in and say my dress is purple and I
want the necklace to go above the collar bone, and
I make that for them,” Warner said.
Warner can work with dresses that have beading
on them to make a perfect match. A lot of times
extra beads come with the dress and those can be
used, Warner said.
She works with an artist in the store and has
lessons throughout the week. All ages are encour-
aged to come and take a lesson. 
Currently most of her classes have children in
them, but Warner says classes with mixed ages
encourage creativity.
“Adults have all these things in their head that
say things need to be this way, and kids say what’s
wrong with this way,” Warner said.
Warner bases her lessons on request; if some-
body wants to learn she is willing to teach. She has
also given hemp weaving demonstrations in the
dorms and is available for more demonstrations.
Five years later, Warner continues to do bead-
ing.  Her beads come from craft shows in Chicago
and St. Louis and are made all over the Untired
States, Canada, Japan, Germany, Mexico and many
other countries.
Right now Warner is working on a piece she
calls “Celebration.”
“It brings the word woman (to mind), and
makes it really beautiful,” Warner said.
And after all, that’s what art is for – to make
things beautiful, she said.
Success
from Page 1
alternate.
Members of the business affairs
subcommittee are: Sandy Bingham-
Porter, information technology ser-
vices; Jim Nantz, Physical Plant
administrative assistant; Chuck
Phillips, director of human resources;
and Lynn Kimbrough, Physical Plant
pipefitter will serve as the alternate.
Members of the student affairs
subcommittee are: Lynette Drake,
director of Health Service; Elmer
Pullen, financial aids counselor;
Michael Stokes, assistant director of
housing, and Jone Zieren, associate
director of financial aids, will serve as
the alternate.
CUPB Vice Chair Ted Ivarie said
Doug Bock, chair of the speech com-
munications department and CUPB
member, will serve as the informal
parliamentarian of CUPB and Judy
Gorrell, executive secretary to the
president, will serve as the secretary
of the council.
CUPB
from Page 1
NEW YORK (AP) – Public
health advocates said Sunday the
proposed $206 billion tobacco settle-
ment being reviewed by the states
falls short of delivering a compre-
hensive approach to discourage
smoking.
But they declined to recommend
whether the states should embrace
the settlement. In anticipation that
the deal will be endorsed, they were
mobilizing to make sure states use
the money to discourage tobacco
use.
“We think it’s a positive step for-
ward in the war on tobacco, but it’s
not the answer and doesn’t itself pro-
vide a national tobacco control poli-
cy,’’ said Diane Canova, speaking for
the American Heart Association. 
She said federal legislation is still
needed to give the Food and Drug
Administration authority over tobac-
co products. Anti-smoking activist
Bill Novelli of the Campaign for
Tobacco-Free Kids said local public
health officials were being alerted to
make sure the money that would go
to the states “isn’t diverted to non-
public health areas.’’
“There is going to a huge food
fight over these dollars,’’ he said. 
Negotiators for eight states and the
nation’s four biggest tobacco makers
reached agreement Saturday on set-
tling remaining state claims for gov-
ernment health costs from treating
smoking-related illnesses. 
The proposal was then shipped to
the 46 states that have suits pending
against the tobacco industry or have
not yet filed suits, and they were
given until Friday to decide whether
to sign it. A formal announcement of
the agreement was expected Monday
in Washington. 
Several state attorneys general
said they would not know until
reviewing the details whether they
would sign. Wisconsin Attorney
General James Doyle said Sunday
that while the agreement is much
better than the failed $368.5 billion 
settlement attorneys general reached
in 1997, he hadn’t decided whether
to sign on. 
Health advocates say
settlement not enough
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
Authorities were working Sunday to
identify a body found near Lake
Springfield, but police said they
believe it is that of a woman who van-
ished after leaving work last week. 
Phyllis Liles, 46, was last seen
leaving her job at the Springfield
Electric Supply Co. on Wednesday
afternoon. Relatives said the mother
of three was supposed to drive home
to Virden to check on her youngest
child and then go bowling, but she
did neither. 
Search crews found the body
Saturday evening, and Springfield
police Sgt. Bill Pittman said the dead
woman was buried under some
brush.
Meanwhile, detectives from
Illinois and Missouri traveled to a
Minnesota jail Saturday to question a
St. Louis parolee, Thomas L.
Umphrey, about Mrs. Liles and
another missing person, the parolee’s
former boss in the St. Louis area
Umphrey, a career criminal on parole
from a Missouri life sentence, and
two St. Louis women were arrested
Thursday while trying to cross the
border into Canada in Mrs. Liles’
stolen car. 
Body found near lake
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Attention Student Teachers!!
The hours of study, testing,  and
classroom experience is about to pay off!
Do you know the techniques neccessary to
search for your first teaching job?
Career Services is hosting:
Job Search Techniques for Educators
Wednesday,  November 18, 1998
4:00-5:00 pm
Charleston/Mattoon Room-Union
Career Services
SSB-Rm 13
581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
MARTIN LUTHER KING,  JR. 
University Union Bookstore
Fall Semester Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
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Krista Ahlgren
Brian Chinn
Colleen Fashing
Kevan Fruendt
Krissy Glover
Craig Harszy
Tom Kenny
Tara Kopf
Claude O’Malley
Vince Samford
Brandon Shepherd
Jamie VanBuren
Kim Wadhams
Andy Walker
By Brandi Champagne
Staff writer
Illinois Consolidated
Telephone Company rep-
resentatives, along with
area Mattoon and
Charleston organizations,
hope to recycle 19,642
old phone books during
its Direct Recycle cam-
paign.
The campaign began
Tuesday and will run
through Dec. 11. ICTC
hopes to recycle about 30
percent of the 65,475
books.
In addition to collec-
tion bins in all Mattoon
and Charleston grade
schools, ICTC has bins in
Mattoon at the ICTC
Communication Center
in the Cross County
Mall, the Chamber of
Commerce, Walker’s
South and Wal-Mart. Collection bins in
Charleston are located at the ICTC
Communication Center, Walker’s East Side
Market, Walker’s Super Saver Foods and Wal-
Mart. Old Phone books also may be dropped
off at City Hall in Neoga, Jerry’s IGA and the
First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust in Sullivan,
and at the Shelby County State Bank in
Windsor.
Also helping to collect books is Mattoon
Boy Scout Troop #75, Charleston High School
Green Earth Society, Eastern’s Sigma Phi
Fraternity, the Sullivan PTO and Windsor Jr.
High Cheerleaders. The National Residence
Hall Honorary at Eastern also will be helping
to collect phone books from local areas.
“It’s nice to have such an experienced group
recycling phone books again this year,” Charlie
Sims, Direct Recycle coordinator said in a
press release. “Among the six organizations
participating in Mattoon, Charleston,Windsor
and Sullivan, there is more than 20 years of
recycling experience, just with Direct Recycle.
“We have organizations that we have saved
all year for the drive. EIU has already collected
several thousand books,” he said. “We expect
this year to be the best ever in the
Mattoon/Charleston area.”
ICTC has been sponsoring Direct Recycle
for seven years and the campaign has been
deemed successful.
“ICTC wants to help make the community
environmentally aware.  We believe in giving
back to the community,” said Charlene
Homann, corporate communications.
Because the Mattoon/Charleston campaign
was so successful last year, ICTC donated $350
toward the purchase of trees for area parks. 
“We hope to top that this year,” Sims said..
Phone book recycling urged
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor
The Council on University Planning and
Budget Friday removed the facilities plan-
ning and management report regarding out-
sourcing from its agenda.
CUPB vice chair Ted Ivarie presided over
the meeting in Eastern President David Jorns’
absence and said after speaking with
University Counsel Lisa Huson, it is the
advice of university counsel to remove the
item from the agenda.
Ivarie told council members Huson said
she had received a letter from a union attor-
ney stating the policy may be practicing
unfair labor practice.
Eastern’s electricians are currently under-
going negotiations, and it is questionable
whether the report can define their scope of
work while negotiating, CUPB member Patty
Shonk previously said.
Currently, the policy is being implemented,
said Ted Weidner, director of facilities planning
and management and CUPB member.
“(The policy) has been in place for some
time,” Weidner said. “It is a codification
(arrangement of laws or rules) of existing
practices.”
Chuck Phillips, director of human
resources and CUPB member, said the coun-
cil should not be dealing with the report
because it is at the bargaining table.
Ivarie also said the CUPB’s involvement
with the policy is not clearly defined in its
bylaws.
David Carpenter, professor of English and
CUPB member, said according to the bylaws,
the council shall review planning and budget-
ing priorities, and the council shall make rec-
ommendations to the president on planning
and budgeting priorities.
The bylaws also say the council shall pro-
vide any advice on planning and budgeting
which may be requested by the president,
Carpenter said.
James Tidwell, chair of Faculty Senate
and CUPB member, said the policy was
appropriate for discussion because it impacts
the budget.
Carpenter also said the report is a result of
the council’s own subcommittee and it was
supposed to come back to CUPB before
being implemented.
“Why should this body wash its hands of
a proposal that came from its own subcom-
mittee?” he asked.
Ivarie said if the report was removed from
the agenda, there is the possibility of it com-
ing back for discussion at a later time.
Alan Baharlou, chair of the geology/geog-
raphy department and CUPB member, said
he was concerned about the lack of funds
within academic departments to pay for
charge-back fees charged by facilities plan-
ning and management. Ivarie said if there is a
purpose for the request from a department,
and it is a reasonable request, “it will get
done.”
Weidner said no funds are available in
facilities planning and management for reno-
vations and the employees are paid with
money “identified outside of facilities plan-
ning and management.”
“The charge-back must still be in place,” he
said. “(Renovations) can’t be done without it.”
There has been a system in place which
was implemented five years ago that outlines
how requests come forward to facilities plan-
ning and management, Weidner said. 
Out-sourcing report
removed from agenda
Photo illustration by Deanna McIntyre/ Photo editor
Members debate whether CUPB should vote on it
‘Eastern’s Time to
Shine’ united success
The first annual “Eastern’s Time to
Shine” was a huge success thanks to the
efforts of more than 350 individuals
who turned out in spite of the weather
last Thursday. Exactly 37 organizations
were represented: Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Sigma Gamma Rho, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Sigma Gamma Alpha, Alpha Phi,
American Marketing Association,
Kappa Delta, Delta Zeta, Mortar Board,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Chemical
Society, Beta Alpha Psi, Association of
Honor Students, Alpha Kappa Delta,
Phi Gamma Nu, Phi Delta Theta, Delta
Sigma Phi, ROTC, Pi Omega Pi, Alpha
Sigma Tau, PRSSA, Zeta Phi Beta,
Sociology Club, Sigma Kappa,
Christian Campus House, Alpha
Gamma Delta, EARTH, AISA, Sigma
Nu, Academic Sisters, Lamda Pheta
Phi, Phi Beta Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Delta Sigma Pi, Sigma Sigma Sigma,
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Middle Level
Educators.
“Eastern’s Time to Shine” definitely
showed that students do care.
Individuals form 37 different organiza-
tions came together regardless of their
majors, ethnic backgrounds, cultures,
personal interests or greek letters and
made a difference on Eastern’s campus.
I still can hardly believe the entire cam-
pus, from the O’Brien Stadium to
Carman Hall, was cleaned in less than
one hour! “Eastern’s Time to Shine”
should be looked upon as an example of
what our student body can do when we
all work together as one united group.
Organizations can join hands in cooper-
ation. There are approximately 140
organizations on campus. Can you
imagine what we could accomplish if
we all joined hands more often? Let us
keep this in mind in the future.
Sarah Mathison
executive vice president of the 
American Marketing Association
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Since the Martin Luther King Jr. UniversityUnion decided to keep its doors open later,more students now have an entertainmentalternative to the bars.
Students can now enjoy another a study or social
atmosphere until 1 a.m. 
Coffee Express, within the university union, is
also open later to serve students studying late.
Coffee and snacks will be served currently until
12:30 a.m. 
Another feature of the extended time is that
groups will also have the option to use meeting
rooms for the two additional hours. This will allow
members of organiza-
tions to find more time
in their schedules to get
things done.
The other option
available is the 24-hour
vending machines. This
is a great recharger for
students studying and
may even serve as a
place for students to stop
and shop on their way home from the bars or a
night on the town.
These added features will be under surveillance
this semester. The numbers of students attended will
be head-counted to decide whether this extended
time will continue on to the following semester.  
All students should take advantage of this extra
option. The student body’s participation will help
further encourage the university to try more new
options for the students. 
This semester the students have cried for more
bar alternatives and the university has finally given a
sign that it has been listening. This is a good thing.
The students should now take action and show they
too are indeed watching. 
Without a large amount of communication, the
student body and the university will be at a large
misunderstanding of one another’s needs.
It is all a large part of giving and taking. What the
university gives us it expects us to attend, whereas
what we demand of them, we expect them to per-
form.
A bar 
alternative
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u c e b @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
What we’ve got here is a failure to communicate.
Donn Pearce,
born in 1928
Extended union hours
The university has made an
attempt to help console the
boredom of the students with a
bar alternative. It is necessary
that the students participate
and show it their appreciation.
The students and Eastern must
work together.
■ The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
T hink about this nexttime you see one ofyour friends wearingnice clothes and you
get the desire to say, “Wow,
you look nice for a change.”
They very likely didn’t get
dressed up for you – or for any-
one else. They got dressed up
because there are beer stains on
all of their other pants. Laundry
day is looming. And it’s proba-
bly a few days overdue.
It’s pretty easy to tell it’s about that time when regular
jeans-wearers break out the skirts, the khakis, the collared
shirts and so forth. Some even put on ties or go so far as to
tuck their shirts in. Their fancy clothes are the only ones
that are left; the remainder of their wardrobe is either
stuffed into the hamper or laying dirty on the floor.
These are the people who are the most fun to watch at
the Laundromat. They struggle toward the washing
machines under the weight of all the clothes they own,
either still wearing their job-interview ensemble or don-
ning a twice-worn T-shirt and a pair of dirty sweatpants.
It’s all part of the subculture laundry rooms seem to
have, especially in college towns. Unfeeling gray walls and
cold hard floors set the scene along with the tumbling
clothes peeking out of dryer windows and the sickly sweet
smell of fabric softener sheets, airborne lint and body odor
sunken into sweat-stained socks.
The people in the laundry room take its atmosphere to
the next level. You can see a woman at a bar one night
sporting her fancy clothes, wearing her 8 pounds of make-
up and sipping on a fruity, tropical drink. And the next
night you’ll see her in the laundry room wearing torn-up
shorts, a sports bra and huge fuzzy Elmo slippers, shame-
lessly stuffing her underwear into the washing machine.
And next to her will be a guy doing the same thing, but
wearing a pair of boxer shorts and nothing else. Maybe an
undershirt with holes in the
armpits.
My doing-the-laundry outfit
almost always includes my
desert camouflage pants. Not
much can match those pants
and their four shades of brown,
but I usually settle for a nice
plaid flannel shirt – blue or red
usually will do – and a little bit
of extra self-esteem so I can
feel good about laughing at my
fellow clothes washers at the
neighboring machines. They usually look stupider than I
do.
Even though it’s worth a muffled laugh once in a while,
it doesn’t really matter. The laundry-room subculture
demands that all self-consciousness be left at the door
when it comes to what people wear. It’s a place theoreti-
cally devoid of ethnic, religious and class intolerance
because everyone there has a common, very tangible
thread – they all look like crap.
It’s a comfort zone. Very few have any qualms about
sitting around in their circus outfits and reading or doing
homework while waiting for the spin cycle to finish its
course. Maybe it’s something in the detergent.
I’ll be among those people experiencing this subculture
this week. There won’t be too many of us, I hope, because
most students are stockpiling their laundry so they can
bring it home during Thanksgiving break next week. But I
can’t hold out any longer. I’m damn near out of underwear
and the only wearable things I have left are the dress-up
clothes I brought to Charleston with me. And I don’t feel
like tucking my shirt in. But I just might have to for a cou-
ple days until I can get a load of laundry in.
Self-consciousness and its spin cycle
“It’s pretty easy to
tell it’s about that
time when regular
jeans-wearers
break out the
skirts, the khakis,
the collared shirts
and so forth.”
Chuck Burke
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
■ Chuck Burke is a senior journalism major and a weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cuceb@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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By Nicole Meinheit
City editor
The liquor commissioner dis-
missed the charges against two
local bars and granted a continu-
ance the third bar cited during the
Sept. 26 and 27 bar compliance
audits.
Ike’s, 409 Lincoln Ave., and
Stu’s, 1405 Fourth St., gave City
Attorney Brian Bower surveillance
video taken at the front door of the
bars on Sept. 26.
The videos showed the minors
gained entrance to the bars by
using fraudulent IDs or passing
back IDs, Bower said.
Illinois law allows bars to use
proof that minors gained entry
and/or purchased alcohol using a
fraudulent ID as a defense, Bower
said.
“It is clear and apparent that
each of the individuals gained
entry by presenting a false ID,”
Bower said.
The videos may be used as evi-
dence in the cases of the minors
cited during the audits, he said.
“The City of Charleston will
vehemently prosecute minors
using fake IDs,” Bower said.
Bower had encouraged the
court system to punish minors
cited with using a fake ID by sus-
pending their driving license privi-
leges for a year, he said.
The Illinois General Assembly
adapted a policy similar to
Charleston’s that made a mandato-
ry one-year suspension of drivers’
licenses for people charged with
using fake IDs, Bower said.
Marty’s, 1666 Fourth St., was
also cited during the audits, but the
subpoena for the hearing did not
reach the owner until Thursday
because of the Veteran’s Day holi-
day, Bower said.
The owner asked for a continu-
ance for the hearing and also for
the hearing regarding charges filed
against Mother’s, 506 Monroe
Ave., from an Oct. 9 complaint.
Marty’s and Mother’s are under
the same management.
Steven Ryan, the lawyer repre-
senting the owner of Marty’s and
Mother’s, was present at the hear-
ing and denied the allegations.
Dan Cougill, Charleston mayor
and liquor commissioner, agreed
to Bower’s request to schedule the
two hearings together because
“some of the evidence is over lap-
ping,” Bower said.
The complaint against Mother’s
alleges one count of being fre-
quented by a minor, Bower said.
The charges stemming from the
Oct. 26 and 27 audits alleged that
minors were frequenting their
establishments and the sale of
alcohol to minors.
If found guilty of the charges,
Marty’s could face a fine between
$250 and $1,000 and/or have the
license suspended for three to 30
days.
During the audits, Charleston
police cited 17 minors and most
were charged with minors fre-
quenting a licensed premises, mis-
representation of age by a minor
and purchase/acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor.
Charges against 2 bars dropped
By Joe Sanner
Staff editor
The man accused of shooting
a Coles County Sheriff’s deputy
on April 1 will appear in court
today for his pretrial hearing.
The pretrial hearing of
Michael L. Jenkins, 29, of
Mattoon, was originally set for
Nov. 6 but was postponed
because of Jenkins’ involvement
in a federal bank robbery and a
weapons charges case. Jenkins
pleaded guilty to these charges
in September.
In Coles County, Jenkins is
charged with the attempted mur-
der of Coles County Sheriff’s
Deputy Bob Butler and could
face a prison sentence of as
many as 80 years if convicted.
The federal charges Jenkins
pleaded guilty to in September
accuse him of robbing Okaw
Building and Loan Association
in Mattoon on March 28 and the
Lerna First National Bank just
before Butler was allegedly
shot.
The charges also accuse
Jenkins of illegally possessing
the gun he is accused of shoot-
ing Butler with.
Jenkins also is charged with
robbing a Mattoon gas station
on March 2 and stealing several
vehicles.
Jenkins allegedly hid from
police for several hours after the
Lerna bank robbery and then
began walking to Mattoon when
he was picked up by Butler in a
sheriff’s department squad car.
Butler allegedly was trans-
porting Jenkins to the county jail
when Jenkins allegedly pulled
out a gun and ordered him to
stop the squad car.
Butler pulled to the side of
the road on the 600 block of
Jefferson Avenue and was shot
in the face and neck.
Jenkins allegedly fled the car
and eluded police again until he
was found and arrested during
the night at a home just outside
of Charleston.
Jenkins’ pretrial
hearing todayVideo surveillance showed proof
of fake ID use at Ike’s, Stu’s
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Rare meteor show
to be viewed 
The astronomy club Monday
will host an observance to view a
rare meteor shower that is usually
visible only once or twice in a life-
time.
The events will begin at 9 p.m.
in Room 215 of the Physical
Science building with the showings
of Armageddon and Deep Impact. 
The astronomy club will pro-
vide free popcorn while pop will
be available to buy. After the
movies, the group will go to the
Campus Pond to observe the
Leonid meteor shower. Binoculars
and telescopes will be used to view
the shower and its effect on Jupiter
and Saturn.
Jake Pietkiewicz, a freshman
English major and vice president of
the astronomy club, said the club
usually does things as a group, but
are trying to get the entire campus
involved in their activities.
“Everyone can come.
Astronomy is easily accessible to
everyone,” he said. “This is an
event that can bring people togeth-
er.”
The observance will last from
midnight to 4 a.m. and hot choco-
late will be provided for those who
attend. There is no cost to attend
the movies or the observance, but
the astronomy club will be taking
donations.
■ By Laura Irvine, Activities editor
Challenges of going
home for holidays
to be discussed 
An Eastern professor Monday
will explain to students the chal-
lenges they can expect to face
when returning home for the holi-
days.
Genie Lenihan, professor of
psychology, will host “Going
Home for the Holidays” at 7 p.m.
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union to help students
adjust to the loss when returning
home after getting a taste of being
on their own.
“The seminar will help students
understand the challenges after
leading an independent life and
returning home with different rules
and behaviors,” Lenihan said.
“Most students think holidays
are happy, but there are some who
may have bad memories or bad
family situations they are not ready
to go back to and this will help
them,” she said.
Lenihan also said this seminar
will help students prepare them-
selves for any disappointments
waiting for them at home, which
may be the realization their friends
and family have new day-to-day
lives. There is no cost to attend the
seminar, which is sponsored by the
Counseling Center.
■ By  Sarah Hoffer, Staff writer
Geography week
kicks off today
In an effort to help celebrate the
first day of the 11th Annual
National Geography Awareness
Week, three geography experts will
discuss some Illinois geographical
history.
William Woods, from the
department of geography at
Southern Illinois University in
Edwardsville, will present “A
Geographer Looks at Prehistoric
Cahokia” at 7 p.m. today in the
Phipps Lecture Hall in the Physical
Science Building.
From 7 to 7:30 p.m., Frances
Murphy, associate professor of
family and consumer sciences, will
present “Republic of Moldova:
Urban and Rural Life.” And from
7:30 to 8 p.m., Doug Bock, profes-
sor of speech communications, will
present “A Geographical Tour of
Alaska in Half an Hour.”
There will be a reception with
refreshments at 6 p.m. in Room
331A of the Physical Science
Building.
Belayet Kahn, chairman of the
Geography Committee, said every-
one is welcome to attend the recep-
tion and presentations to learn
more about what geographers do.
There is no cost to attend the
events, which are sponsored by the
Eastern’s department of geology
and geography.
■ By Cori Franz, Staff writer
Red Cross hosts
blood drive
The American Red Cross is
hosting a blood drive today and
Tuesday to collect blood for the
victims of Hurricane Mitch.
The blood drive will be held
from 1 to 7 p.m. today and
Tuesday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
“We’re trying to get ready for
the holidays and trying to prepare
in advance,” said Debra Silcott, a
representative from the American
Red Cross.
The Red Cross has established
a goal of 80 units of blood per
day and appointments for platelet
donations also will be taken.
“We are also sending blood to
the victims of Hurricane Mitch in
Central America,” Silcott said.
People who do not want to
donate but want to help can vol-
unteer to help at the blood drive. 
Those interested in donating
platelets should contact Bryan
Miller, associate professor of
zoology and sponsor of the EIU
Blood Drive Committee, to make
an appointment at 581-6383 or
e-mail him at
drive@io.cts.eiu.edu.
■By Laura Irvine, Activities editor
inbrief
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Student teaching in 1999-2000?
Thursday, November 19, 1998 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Buzzard Hall Auditorium
COMPLETE application packages from this
meeting must be submitted to the 
Student Teaching Office 
by December 1, 1998
If you think you might be student teaching during Fall,
1999 or Spring, 2000, YOU MUST ATTEND the meeting
listed below if you did not attend one of the two October
meetings.  If you miss the application deadline, your 
student teaching will be delayed one year.
Drink Specia ls
$3.50 Baltimore Zoo’s (Best In Town)
$1.25 12 oz Domestic Drafts
$2.25 Rail
$1.50 Longnecks
$2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers
Monday Lunch Special
Panther Club w/ chips....$4.50
Monday Dinner Special
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides,
& salad....$6.50
BBQ Chicken Pizza or Taco Pizza....$7.95 
345-7849
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm ATM Inside
We now have 
Golden Tee ‘98
Tournament Edition.
Compete Nationally!  Win Prizes!
Monday Night Football
(on 3 Big Screens)
Express Lunch Menu
the daily eastern news
advertise.
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO
DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
campusPolice shootings rise
in Washington D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) – Police
in the nation’s capital fire their
weapons at a rate more than double
those in New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago or Miami and kill a higher
proportion of people than compara-
ble police forces elsewhere in the
country. 
An investigation by The
Washington Post showed that
throughout the 1990s, more people
were killed by District of Columbia
police officers per resident died at
the hands of police in any other large
American city. 
“We shoot too often, and we
shoot too much when we do shoot,’’
Terrance W. Gainer, the executive
assistant police chief, told the news-
paper. 
In the last five years, the Post
said, Washington’s officers fatally
shot 57 people, three more than
police in Chicago, where the police
force is three times as large and the
population five times larger. 
Deaths and injuries from police
shootings have resulted in almost $8
million in court settlements and
judgments against the district in the
last six months, the report said. 
“The spate of police shootings in
the district this decade is closely tied
to the training and supervision of
officers and the way the department
investigates cases and holds officers
accountable,’’ the newspaper said. 
It said police shootings began to
rise at the same time the department
added a large number of new, ill-pre-
pared recruits and adopted the light-
trigger, highly advanced Glock
9mm handgun as the department’s
service weapon. 
Boy stabbed to death 
in public restroom
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (AP) –
Police went door to door Sunday
to hunt for a teen-ager they
believe stabbed a 9-year-old in a
camping area restroom then
rushed out as the boy’s aunt heard
a dying scream. Volunteers
scoured the beach in this quiet
harbor town with metal detectors,
looking for the knife used to kill
the Oroville child. 
The boy, who was not immedi-
ately identified, was at a family
reunion Saturday at a camp-
ground and went to the bathroom
about 8 p.m., escorted by his aunt. 
“We can’t find a rhyme or a
reason to it,’’ police Sgt. Tom
Aguigui said. “The whole depart-
ment and whole community are in
shock.’’
Police believe the boy didn’t
know the suspect, believed to be
15 to 17 years old, who vanished
into the heavy fog that covered
the harbor area about 30 miles
north of San Diego. The boy’s
family and some friends had
come in motor homes and travel
trailers to the camping area, a
stretch of palm tree-dotted asphalt
bordered by a harbor channel, a
stretch of white sand and the
Pacific Ocean. 
After the aunt took him to the
bathroom, she went to the
women’s side while he went to
the men’s side, police said.
Shortly after, she heard the boy
scream. He was found bleeding
and was pronounced dead at the
scene.
STAFF needed in small resi-
dential sites serving 4-6 resi-
dents with developmental dis-
abil i t ies.  Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts avail-
able.  Flexible scheduling also
available.  No experience nec-
essary.  Paid training is provid-
ed.  Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.  E.O.E.
____________________12/14
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said "going to work"
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with develop-
mental disabilities.  Your con-
cern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!! 
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for ft
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling.  HABILITA-
TION AIDES/CNA'S, P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN'S.  2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certifica-
tion.  $6.80-8.61 per hour.
Send resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL., 61920.
Walk-ins welcome.  E.O.E.  
"All things are possible to those
who believe."
____________________11/20
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities.  FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts.  Paid training
is provided.  Apply at:  CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
____________________12/14
Advertising Reps needed at the
Daily Eastern News.  Must be
motivated and interested in
sales.  Apply at 1802 Buzzard.
____________________12/14
$700 reward for each name of
10 guys waiting to assault me
outside of Stu's after close on
October 3rd.  One man
knocked me out from behind.
Leave assumed name & alias
at (217) 935-8881 Ext. 3427.
For each correct name
$700.00.
____________________11/30
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars.  No experience
required.  Free information
packet.  Call 202-452-5942.
____________________12/14
Chemical technician, electron-
ics technician, technical writer,
market researcher, and
handyperson needed.  $8/hour
for flexible part-time positions.
TRACE Photonics
Incorporated, 20 North 5th,
348-6713.
____________________11/24
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
NEED SOME CHRISTMAS
CASH?  CALL CAREERS
USA!  MAKE TOP $$$, GAIN
EXPERIENCE & OFFICE
SKILLS WORKING ON TEMP
ASSIGNMENTS IN THE NW &
W. SUBURBS OF CHICAGO.
GREAT PAY!!! CALL TODAY
TO SCHEDULE AN INTER-
VIEW-  847-843-
2222=SCHAUMBERG OR 630-
971-3333=LISLE.  CAREERS
USA EMPLOYMENT SER-
VICES.
____________________12/14
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-
Workers earn up to
$2,000+/month (w/tips & bene-
fits).  World Travel!  Land-Tour
jobs up to $5,000-$7,000/sum-
mer.  Ask us how!  517-336-
4235 Ext. C57381.
____________________12/14
Nanny Opportunities!  Earn
money for college while experi-
encing another area of the
country.  Immediate placement
opportunities.  Earn $250-$400
per week, plus room, board,
and airfare.  Call Childcrest at
1-800-937-NANI, for more
information and a  free
brochure.
____________________11/20
Motivated, caring, and depend-
able person needed to fill morn-
ing 6-12 M-F Housekeeping
position.  Position also includes
working with individuals with
developmental disabil i t ies.
Paid training provided.  Apply in
person at Tull House,  1911
18th Street, Charleston,  345-
3552.
____________________11/17
Cellular One is seeking a part-
time customer representative to
work 25-30 hrs. per week.
Flexible hours, some
Saturday's.  Bring resume to
632 W. Lincoln, Charleston.
____________________11/18
Attention Students.  Looking for
work on Christmas Break?
RGIS Inventory Specialists is
seeking dependable people to
take inventory in retail stores in
Chicago's North Suburbs.  No
experience necessary.  Start at
$8:00/per hour.  Call now to
schedule interview during
Thanksgiving Break.  847-296-
3031 equal opportunity employ-
er.
_____________________11/30
STAFF needed in small resi-
dential sites serving 4-6 resi-
dents with developmental dis-
abil i t ies.  Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts avail-
able.  Flexible scheduling also
available.  No experience nec-
essary.  Paid training is provid-
ed.  Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th St., Charleston, IL
61920 E.O.E.
____________________12/14
AVAIL FT. SOCIAL SERVICE
COOR., MUST HAVE EXCEL.
ORG. AND PLANNING
SKILLS.  WILL SERVE A LIAI-
SON TO COMMUNITY AND
POSSESS RECRUITMENT
ABILITIES.  COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.
ABILITY TO WORK AS A
TEAM PLAYER MEETING
NEEDS OF D.D.  POPULA-
TION 2YR. DEGREE PRE-
FERRED BUT WILL TRAIN
QUALIFIED INDIV. EXCEL.
BENE. PKG.  APPLY IN PER-
SON OR SEND RESUME TO
P.O. BOX 738 18TH STREET
CHARLESTON.
____________________11/20
Want to Work For Chicago's
Best Companies?  Interview
today.
*The best entry level growth
opportunities for college grads.
*Full-time and temporary posi-
tions
*Top pay and expert career
assistance
*Call now to work during Winter
Break or to get your career
search started..
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
8 8 8 - A - C A R E E R .
acareer@advancedgroup.com
____________________11/20
Looking for career minded indi-
viduals for sales positions.  NO
COLD CALLING!!  SALES
LEADS PROVIDED!!  Unique
opportunity for the right individ-
ual.  Make money while still in
college with little time output.
Established company.  Benefits
provided.  Any major.  Send
resume to: Human Resources
Dept.,  P.O. Box 892,
Charleston, IL  61920.
____________________12/14
SPRINGBREAK Florida, Texas,
Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica, etc.
Browse www.icpt.com and call
800-327-6013.  Best hotels,
prices and parties.  Reps, orga-
nizations, and promoters want-
ed.  Inter-Campus Programs.
____________________11/20
Loving Childless Couple in St.
Louis hopes to adopt a baby.
Can help with doctor bills.  Call
Debra Cruse Cobb at 618-692-
6300 regarding Keith & Kim. 
____________________11/18
All new apt. mid-town Mattoon,
2br. w/vaulted ceiling, carpet,
A.C., water, trash p.u. inc.
$475 mo.  Ref. 348-8406.
____________________12/14
Rooms for Rent-Women Only.
Next semester and Fall 99
Large House Fully Furn.  1blk
from union.  $230.99 mo.  Inc
uti l  & A/C,  House-345-
5692/Pat Novak (708)
789+3772.
____________________12/14
Nice, close to campus houses.
For 99-2000 school yr.  No
pets.  $235 mo.  12 mo. lease.
Call 345-3148.
____________________12/14
For Rent.  Bedroom with
kitchen & laundry privileges.
Utilities paid.  Close to campus.
Girls only.  Call 345-5456.
____________________11/17
Female Sublessors needed for
a house.  Close to campus.
Start anytime.  345-7356.
____________________11/20
SPRING SEMESTER 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN
OLDETOWNE.  CALL 345-
6533.
____________________12/14
Room available in house
shared with 3 other people.
$225/month.  Call 897-6266,
leave message.
____________________11/16
Available Spring.  Brand New!
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apartments.
Across from Carmen Hall 450 a
month. 348-5032.
_____________________12/9
Nice, large 6 bedroom home for
7 people.  2 bathrooms, wash-
er, dryer, central air.  Near
Lantz on 1st Street.  Call 345-
6967.
____________________11/16
1 BR Apartment for 1 person.
Available now or Dec/Jan thru
July 1999.  Modern bldg., fur-
nished, a/c, coin laundry, $350
per month plus elec.  C21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
____________________12/14
1 room efficiency apt. (like a
dorm single) with kitchen and
bath.  Small, efficient, reliable,
economical.  5 month, 2nd
semester lease available.  $270
plus elec.  C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
____________________12/14
Available Dec.  2 bedroom
house.  Close to campus-W/D,
Trash included.  No pets.  345-
5037.
____________________11/20
For Rent.  Ocean side Condo.
Sleeps 4.  Spring Break, 3/13-
3/20, 1999.  Pompano Beach,
Florida.  Call 345-3306.
____________________11/20
For Rent.  Condo by the ocean.
Sleeps 6-8.  3/20-3/27, 1999.
Pompano Beach, FL.  Call 345-
3306.
____________________11/20
SPRING SEMESTER.  NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS.  AVAILABLE JAN-
UARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST.  348-7746.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments.  2
Bedroom furnished.  No pets.
Call 345-2231.
____________________12/14
Female sublessor needed.
Spring semester.  Own room.
Close to campus.  348-6611.
_____________________12/4
One bedroom Apartment avail-
able Dec '98.  Rent negotiable.
348-1290.
____________________11/17
Sublessor needed for Spring
99.  4 bedroom house, own
bedroom, really nice, fully fur-
nished.  Near campus.
$225/month.  Call 345-1233.
____________________11/16
Male or Female Sublessor
wanted Spring 1999.  Own
room in big house.  $175 per
month.  345-6838.
____________________11/16
Sublessor needed in 4 BDRM
house.  Own BDRM.  $170/mo.
Close to campus.  Call
Tina/Bryan.  345-5412.  Leave
message.
____________________11/19
Large private room, share living
areas with one person.  9th
Street across from Health
Services.  $225 per mo.  Call
348-7643 Allen or Aaron.
____________________11/18
Sublessor needed for Spring
'99.  Own bedroom in 3-bed-
room apartment.  Close to cam-
pus.  Call 348-6650.
____________________11/17
Female sublessor needed in
Spring '99.  Own room in house
just off campus.  1528 2nd
street.  Call Michelle at 348-
6248.
_____________________12/3
Spring '99 Sublessor Needed.
New 1 bedroom apt.  Close to
campus.  Call Pat 345-1651.
____________________11/16
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
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Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted
Travel
For Rent
Sublessors
SublessorsAdoption
For Rent
D u e  t o  t e c h n i c a l
d i f f i c u l t i e s ,
C a m p u s  C l i p s
c o u l d  n o t  b e  r a n
t o d a y .   W e  
a p o l o g i z e  f o r  a n y
i n c o n v i e n c e s .
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE:  Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event.  No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed.  All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT.   Example:  an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday.  (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published.  No clips will be taken by phone.  Any clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.
Clips may  be edited for available space.
1 or 2 females need for fall '99
Semester.  Very close to cam-
pus.  Own phone, room, and
washer and dryer.  Call 348-
3052 for more information.
____________________11/20
Need female for Sp. '99 to
share new apartment with 3
other girls.  Close to campus.
Call Ashle at 345-2127.
____________________11/30
Sublessors needed for three
bedroom house low rest/utili-
ties.  Good location.  Avail. Sp.
'99.  345-5554.
____________________11/20
Sublessor needed for Sp. '99.
Close to campus own
room/extremely low rent-Call
Corby 348-3071.
____________________11/20
Female Sublessor Needed.
Spring Semester.  $220/mo.
Very close to campus.  348-
6694 Ask for Jennifer.
____________________11/20
Female Roommate needed for
Spring 99 in Brand New 7th St.
Apts.  Low Rent.  Call 345-
6863.
____________________12/14
MTX speakers $100.  Home
Theater $150.  turntable.stylus
$40.  348-1769/
____________________12/14
Pioneer sub. woofer and AMP
for car.  Six months old $75
OBO.  234-8986.
____________________11/16
Double Bed Futon $75 345-
4726.
____________________11/16
WORD PROCESSING SOFT-
WARE!!! CHEAP!!!  BRAND
NEW XYWRITE WORD PRO-
CESSING SOFTWARE ONLY
$5.00.  CONTACT BETSY AT
1802 BUZZARD HALL - STU-
DENT PUBLICATIONS
OFFICE OR CALL 581-2812.
____________________12/14
1988 Yamaha Scooter.  Good
condition.  low miles.  runs
great.  Must Sell.  $500 o.b.o.
Call 348-5624.
____________________11/20
`Selling expensive Kenwood in-
dash CD player for cheap.
Leave message!  345-3372 or
345-7127.
____________________11/20
Happy Belated Lavalier to
Jamie Gack of AST and Jason
Mathey of Sigma Chi.  A little
Tau Love from the Anchor.
____________________11/16
John Konecki of Delta Chi:
Congratulations on being elect-
ed President of your chapter.
We are so proud of our Sigma
Man! Love, your Tri-Sigma girls.
____________________11/16
Rockstar-Formal was great.
Hopefully, next weekend will be
just as good.  Love, Pittsburgh.
____________________11/16
To the Delta Sigma Phi New
Initiates:  Congratulations on
going active!  Love, your
Sweetheart.
____________________11/16
LAMBDA CHIS-Congratulations
on winning phiesta bowl air-
band!  I am so proud of you
guys!  Love, Sarah.
____________________11/16
To the Men of Sigma Nu:
Congratulations and Good Luck to
all of the new officers for 1998-
1999!  Love, Jamie K.
______________________11/16
STARBUCKS LATTE, CAPUCHI-
NO, COFFEE, NOW BEING
SERVED AT TCBY!
______________________11/20
Max and Dawn's Friendly Inn
Ashmore 8 mi. E. of Charleston
on Rt. 16. 1st bar on Right.
FREE POPCORN.  Watch
Monday Night Football HERE.
50 cent draft.  NO COVER.  Call
348-RIDE.
____________________11/16
STARBUCKS LATTE,
CAPUCHINO, COFFEE, NOW
BEING SERVED AT TCBY!
____________________11/20
CASH LOANS 345-3623.  Buy-
Sell-Trade-Stereos, V.C.R.'s
T.V.'s, C.D.'s, Jewelry, etc.
COLES COUNTRY PAWN.  4th
and Madison.
____________________12/14
Funds a little short this month?
Need some extra cash?  Sell
your unwanted items in the
Daily Eastern News. 
___________________OO/HA
Need Cash.  We buy used
CD's, cassettes, and video
games.  Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
____________________12/14
TROPI TAN THANKSGIVING
SPECIAL 10 TANS FOR $25.
INCLUDES SUPER BED.  348-
8263.
____________________11/30
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
By Jarrett Wells
Staff writer
On Saturday, the men’s and women’s
swimming teams traveled to Macomb to
take on Western Illinois.  The men were
defeated by the score of 147-73, while the
women were narrowly defeated by the
score of 125.5-117.5.
As the score indicates, the men’s meet
was not even close, and according to coach
Ray Padovan, the results were not too sur-
prising.
“We could tell just by looking at their
times that we couldn’t handle their men,”
Padovan said.
Of the 13 events on the men’s side,
Western won 12.  The lone bright spot for
Eastern came from Nick Schmidt, as he tal-
lied Eastern’s only win in the meet, with a
victory in the 500-meter freestyle.  Schmidt
was also the top-point scorer for Eastern
with 17 points.  Schmidt’s win came in the
10th event of the meet for the men.
Although the win gave the Panthers at least
one win in the meet, Western had the meet
won before it occurred. 
In several events, Eastern didn’t even
place in the top three.
The women’s meet was a different story,
however.  Although the ladies were defeat-
ed, they fared substantially better than the
men did.  Even though the score was close,
Western still won eight of the 13 events.  
Karina Freer was the top Eastern per-
former in the meet.  She won the 100-
meter freestyle and was a part of both the
200-meter freestyle relay team and the 200-
meter medley relay team, each of which
won its events. 
Other than Freer, another bright spot
was Amber Aurit.  
She won the 100-meter backstroke, was
a part of the winning 200-meter medley
relay team and finished second in the 200-
meter individual medley.
“It was a very winable meet, we just did-
n’t do what we needed to do to win,”
Padovan said.
The next meet for Eastern will be on
Dec. 5 at Saint Louis University.
By Chad Verbais
Staff Writer
The Northwestern Wildcats advanced
into the second round of the NCAA
Women’s Soccer Championships after
they defeated, in double-overtime, the
University of Evansville, 2-1 in
Evansville.
Evansville recently won the MVC
Tournament and received an automatic
bid into the NCAA Tourney from that
championship.
Northwestern and Baylor will now
face each other in the second round. Both
teams have a record of 15-4-1.
“We let opportunities escape us and
they (Northwestern) wound up capitaliz-
ing,” Evansville head coach Mick Lyon
said.
Northwestern grabbed the lead with 52
seconds remaining in the first half when
Christie Molitor scored her third goal of
the season from four yards out.
Evansville’s home crowd of over 1,000
helped the Purple Aces tie it up nine min-
utes into the second half. Sandy
Jakubczak rocketed a shot through the
defense that rebounded off the goalie to
Krissy Meek, who was able to tap it in the
net.
That is how the score would remain
until four minutes into the second over-
time period. Northwestern’s Kristen
Palmer lobbed a shot that Katie Hertz was
able to head in the net, sending
Northwestern’s bench into hysteria.
“This was a huge win for us,”
Northwestern Big Ten Player of the Year
Erica Westrich said.  “Evansville is a
tough team, we were just better today.
Hopefully we can continue this level of
play, if not step it up, against Baylor.”
This NCAA appearance was the sec-
ond in three years for the 5-year-old
Northwestern women’s soccer program.
Evansville was making its first appear-
ance.
“This was a learning experience for
us,” Lyon said.  “We played a good,
aggressive game.  Sometimes in soccer, a
split second can change everything, and
that is what happened here.”
Swimmers not up to challenge at Western
Women come close,
men win one event
Evansville falls in first round
Northwestern wins 
in overtime, advances
to second round Rams fall to Saints 
in Collins’ debut 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) – It was a sound
Kerry Collins had not heard in a while –
cheers, real cheers – from football fans
before, during and after a game.
“I was standing on the sideline and I
said, ‘Life can be really weird,’” Collins
said Sunday after the New Orleans Saints
beat the St. Louis Rams 24-3 in Collins’
first start. “Two weeks ago, four weeks
ago, they were screaming at me, booing
me. Strange things can happen.”
Six minutes into Collins’ career as
Saints starter, he had engineered his first
touchdown.
Collins, who had not thrown a pass
since Oct. 4, completed five passes for 62
yards in the Saints’ first possession, includ-
ing a 10-yard touchdown toss to Cam
Cleeland for a 7-0 lead.
“The ball looks just the same no matter
who throws it,” Cleeland said. “It just looks
better if you see it coming to you in the
end zone. So his pass looked better.”
Oakland, Mich. upsets
Illinois State 72-71
NORMAL, (AP) - Brad Buddenborg
scored 24 points, including two crucial free
throws at the end, in leading Oakland to a
surprising 72-71 win Sunday over Illinois
State.
It was the first season-opening loss
since 1995 for the Redbirds, who returned
only two of the top eight players from their
team that reached the NCAA Tournament’s
second round a year ago. 
The Golden Grizzlies (1-1), playing
their first Div. I season, went up 72-68 on
Buddenborg’s foul shots. Victor Williams’
layup cut the Illinois State deficit to 72-70.
He was fouled with 2 seconds remaining
but he missed the back end of the one-and-
one.
Oakland was ahead 40-32 at halftime,
but the Redbirds went in front 49-44 only
to be outscored 26-13 and fall behind 70-
62 with a minute to go. 
Williams paced the Redbirds with 19
points, seven rebounds and seven steals. 
Dan Champagne added 18 points and a
game-high 10 rebounds for Oakland.
inbrief
sports
The Women of 
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Proudly Recognizes
their 
National
Founder’s Day 
on
November 15,  1901,
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No coupon Necessary Specials for 11/16-11/18
(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston
$4.99
large 1 topping 
$9.99
20 inch 1 topping
Try our BREADSTICKS OR
5 CHICKEN WINGS FOR $1.99
348-5454
$2.99 Medium
any 1 topping---carryout only
---no limit
---call ahead for big orders
delivery or carryout
Men open season tonight Women’s hoops opensseason with road loss 
By Matt Wilson
Sports editor
If Saturday’s game against St.
Louis is any indication of how the
Eastern women’s basketball season
is going to go, it will be a long sea-
son.
In the first regular season game
for both teams, St. Louis came away
with a 88-57 win at the Bauman-
Eberhardt Athletic Center.
“We just have to remain confi-
dent, the kids know what they have
to work on,” Panther head coach
John Klein said. “We were not the
only college basketball team to get
beat this weekend and it’s still early
in the season.”
One of the major problems in the
Panther loss was turnovers, as
Eastern had 32 of them in the game.
Seven of the turnovers came from
the hands of sophomore guard Lorie
Moore.
“We struggled handling the ball,”
Klein said. “The turnovers is what
allowed St. Louis to beat us the way
they did.”
Panther junior center Leah
Aldrich said the guards came into
the game scared because of the repu-
tation of the Billiken guards.
“We need to work on our confi-
dence, Aldrich said. “Our team was
playing like they were scared and
things just weren’t clicking,”
Another problem which caused
some of the turnovers was the
Panthers’ inability to run the half-
court offense.
“We need to get better execution
off our half-court offense,” Klein
said. “A lot of the problems with our
turnovers were caused by a lack of
execution in our half-court offense.”
The top point scorer for the
Panthers was Aldrich, who went 9-
for-14 from the field and had 20
points. Aldrich also grabbed a game-
high nine rebounds. 
“Every time I touched the ball I
would look for a hole or to the buck-
et,” Aldrich said. “I think that’s my
role on the team this season, every
time I get the ball, I better be looking
to shoot the ball or make a nice
pass.”
Eastern was able to outrebound
the Billikens 36-33, and Klein said
that’s a compliment to all of the
inside players.
“The inside game was a bright
spot,” Klein said. “We just have to tie
everything together. I’m confident
the team will get it going.”
The only other player to score in
double figures for the Panthers was
sophomore forward Angie Russell,
who scored 13 points in only 18
minutes of play-
ing time.
St. Louis
jumped on the
Panthers early, as
the Billikens
jumped out to an
early 18-4 lead.
Eastern was able
to cut the
Billiken lead to
18-13 with five minutes remaining,
but Billiken Jamie Cavaness hit two
free throws with five seconds
remaining to give St. Louis a 46-26
lead going into halftime.
The Billikens had three players in
double figures and  were led in scor-
ing by guard Kelly George, who
scored a game-high 22 points.
George went 10-for-20 from the
field and grabbed four rebounds. 
Also scoring in double figures
was Mandy Lueking with 18 points
and Jamie Cavaness with 17 points. 
Kara Wile, missed her single-
game career mark by one as she
dished out nine assists.
Even though Eastern did give up
88 points in the loss, Klein was
happy with the performance of the
Panther defense.
“We did a nice job defensively
when we forced them into five-on-
five settings,” Klein said.
“Most of the points they got were
in transition after we turned the ball
over. When we didn’t turn the ball
over, the defense did a nice job.”
Aldrich agreed with Klein, say-
ing turnovers were a major factor in
the points scored by the Billikens.
“The turnovers caused anywhere
from 30 to 35 points, so that was a
big problem,” Aldrich said. 
One player who was absent from
the Panther team in St. Louis was
sophomore guard Colleen McShane. 
She sprained her ankle in practice
last Thursday.
Klein said McShane might be
ready for the home opener
Wednesday against Indiana State. 
Turnovers lead
to lopsided loss
Leah Aldrich
By Matt Wilson
Sports editor
If the Eastern and Missouri
Baptist men’s basketball team’s
have one thing in common – it’s
the number of new faces on the
team.
The two young teams will
clash at 7:05 Monday night in
Lantz Gymnasium for the
Panthers first regular-season
game.
“We’re not going to try and
fool anybody, we know what
we’re up against,” Missouri
Baptist head coach Robert
Davenport said. “We’re going to
compete the best we can and
after the game we’re going to
keep our heads up and not be
embarrassed about anything we
do.”
But just because Missouri
Baptist is a NAIA school,
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said his team shouldn’t
underestimate the talent of
Spartans.
“NAIA teams can have a lot
of talent,” Samuels said. “We
have not been able to get a tape
on them because it’s so early in
the season, so we’re not sure
what to expect.”
Samuels said the game
against the Spartans is one of the
earliest season-openers that he
can remember.
“As a coach, I don’t know if
we’re ever ready for the first
game of the season,” he said.
“This has gotten here quicker
than ever before because the
NCAA moved up its starting
date.”
But Eastern has had a couple
of exhibitions to prepare for its
season opener, as the Panthers
have defeated Haaglanden out of
Holland and the NBC Thunder.
“I liked a lot of the things I
saw in the exhibitions, but I
don’t know if they are going to
carry over,” Samuels said. 
NAIA Division I Missouri
Baptist is in a little worse shape
than the Panthers, as it only
returns three players from last
year’s squad, has lost 12 letter-
men from the 1997-98 squad
and has a new head coach.
Coming from LeTorneau
University to take over the head
coaching duties at Missouri
Baptist is Robert Davenport,
who will come in with a 9-20
career record. 
“With the new players, get-
ting the team to gel and come
together is a problem,”
Davenport said. “If I had an
answer to that then I would write
a book and become a million-
aire.”
These factors are going to
add to a long list of problems for
a Spartan team that finished last
season 10-21 overall and 3-7 in
the American Midwest
Conference.
“We’re trying to build our
program and play at a
respectable level,” Davenport
said. “I don’t expect us to walk
in and run over our opponent,
but we’re not going to roll over.
We’re going to come in and play
hard.”
Davenport does have some
other experience under his belt,
as he also was an assistant at
Oklahoma Baptist University for
four years and was a head coach
at Colin County Community
College before that.
If the Spartans want to have a
good season under their new
head coach, one area that needs
to come through is the back
court.
Two transfers from Meramec
Community College, Sam
Estelle and Mitch Fusco, will be
the key to the Spartan back court
this season.
Missouri Baptist will also be
relying heavily on its forwards,
which includes two players from
outside of the United States:
Slovakian Michal Gabani fol-
lowed Davenport from
Oklahoma Baptist to Missouri
Baptist and Serbian native,
freshman Zoran Lazic, will have
to come up big if the Spartans
want to improve their 9-20
record.
This will be the only Division
I team the NAIA Spartans will
play this season, but they will
face Division II Pittsburgh State
and Southwest Baptist later in
the season. 
NAIA team opens
home season
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Sophomore Merv Joseph dribbles around three defenders in the Panthers
victory over NBC Thunder. Eastern opens its season tonight at home.
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Martini
Monday
Friends
&Co
Please join us for cocktails, fun and live music
direct from the Space-age!
Monday, November 16th
LIVE AND LOUNGE...
Beefeater and Fris Martini
only $2.50
Blast off  to the space age with  THE ASTRONAUTS!
FREE SHOW - starts at 10:00
509 Van Buren          345-2380
••
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Dylan McKay
Notes
Creighton defeated the host Southwest
Missouri State 1-0 to claim the conference’s
berth into the NCAA Tournament. It will be
the seventh time that the Bluejays have made
it to the national tournament, and the sixth
time they have won the conference tourna-
ment.
Southwest earned the right to play
Creighton in the finals after defeating
Vanderbilt 2-0, and regular season champion
Bradley 1-0.  
Southwest Missouri may still make the
national tourment when at-large bids are
announced next week.
Ends
from Page 12
said. “We knew all we needed was one or two
stops and to go up two or three touchdowns, that
would put the game out of reach.”
Martin did bring it to a 42-35 Eastern lead
early in the fourth, but the Panthers went on a
14-0 run to close out the game.
While the defense did give up 35 points, it
had three interceptions of Repella and a fumble
recovery – two of those turnovers resulted in
touchdowns.
Sophomore Eastern linebacker Brian Jones
picked off a pass early in the fourth quarter,
stopped whatever momentum the Skyhawks
had, and the Panthers ended up getting a Buich
to tight end Seth Willingham touchdown pass to
seal the game at 56-35. 
“The defense did get us the ball and we were
able to capitalize on those (Martin) mistakes,”
Spoo said. “Buich had a pretty extroadinary day
and he made some really great plays.
“It’s just one of those games where we had
to score a lot of points and fortunately, we were
able to do that.”
Notes
Sophomore Eastern safety Mike Gentile had
two interceptions in the game ... the Panthers
dominated the time of possession battle, 35:20
to 24:40 ... Eastern gained an incredible 9.5
yards per play, compared to Martin’s 5.8 ... third
down conversions were the Panthers’ forte with
10-of-13 success rate.
Offense
from Page 12
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
Falling just short of its top 10
goal, the men’s cross country team
Saturday had the opportunity to
compete against some of the top
runners in the nation, and came
through with a great experience and
an 11th place finish.
In the women’s race, sophomore
Erika Coull-Parenty was the only
Panther to compete in the District V
race this weekend, but she pulled
through the competition and ran a
solid race, placing 80th.
Coming into a large, competitive
race such as the district meet
Saturday, it’s tough being an indi-
vidual. Finishing the race around
the 19-minute mark, coach John
McInerney said she is ready for
next year.  
“Erika was given another shot at
the competition and to see what that
level of racing is about,” McInerney
said.
Ohio Valley Conference cham-
pion Janet Quigley from Southeast
Missouri also captured the district
title and qualified for nationals next
weekend. 
The men experienced a change
this weekend from the OVC cham-
pionship meet two weeks ago.  The
Panthers’11th place finish out of 22
teams was about what was expected
coming into the race.
Running with five or six states,
McInerney said the men got out and
competed well.  The team, however,
wasn’t nearly as bunched as it was
in the OVC race.  
Freshman Jason Bialka was
Eastern’s first finisher in 21st place
with a time of 31:45. The top-25
finish named Bialka on the all-dis-
trict team. 
He was the third freshman to fin-
ish, after two freshmen runners
from Iowa and Oklahoma.
“He got his nose up there and
hung with the pack,” McInerney
said.    
The next Panther, placing 44th,
was sophomore Damon Nicholas in
32:17.
Forty-one seconds behind
Nicholas was junior Ryan Boyles,
in 63rd place with a time of 32:58.
Senior Chad Bauer and sophomore
Vince Neil were the remaining run-
ners to give Eastern points, finish-
ing only seventeen seconds apart in
75th and 92nd respectively.  
With over 160 runners in the
race, just 10 seconds can mean 20
places.  And the 10K race meant
bigger gaps between teammates.
McInerney feels there were just too
many good teams out there.  
“This was a whole different ball
game (than the OVC),” McInerney
said. “But they realized they could
have run better.”
The team was semi-satisfied
with its results, but it had hoped to
be 40-50 points better.  
For such a young team, the
experience was an important lesson
for the Panthers.  
The top seven runners were
made up of one senior, one junior,
four sophomores and one freshman.
They hoped for a tighter gap, but
they were close to a 1:40 gap,
which hurt the team.
Oklahoma State won the race
with 42 points and Iowa trailed
behind in second with 81 points.
Both teams qualify for nationals
next weekend.  
Minnesota and Missouri in third
and fourth still have the possibility
for a bid to nationals, but results
still weren’t final.  After the top four
teams, the gap between the fourth
and fifth- place Illinois were over
100 points.
Eastern’s solid effort put them
just 40 points behind Kansas.
Strong cross country teams such as
Nebraska, Iowa State and Missouri-
Kansas placed behind the Panthers. 
“They came away from the meet
feeling descent, but there’s still
more things to learn and get done,”
McInerney said. 
David Pump / Staff photographer
Quarterback Anthony Buich runs with the football
in the Panthers’ loss to Murray. The sophomore
quarterback had one of his best games as a
Panther against Tennessee-Martin Saturday.
Men come away with experience at regional
Coull-Parenty
competes as only
Eastern runner
way.
“I was disappointed that we didn’t win
the fourth because I thought we should
have and that would have made a big dif-
ference,” Ralston said.
Even though it was ugly at times, there
were some bright spots for Eastern. Junior
Meleah Cutler recorded a career-high 24
kills in the contest and added 12 digs.
On Friday, the Panthers had a little eas-
ier time getting past Tennessee-Martin.
The Panthers needed only three games
(15-8, 15-14 and 15-4) to put a damper on
the the Skyhawks tournament hopes.
Eastern won the first game easily, but
got a little scare in the second. 
“In the second game we really started
losing focus,” Cutler said. “We knew that
they had nothing to lose and we had
everything to lose. We knew that we had
to win the second so they would not get
confidence.”
Cutler led the Panthers with 13 kills
and 15 digs in the victory.
Sweep
from Page 12
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Marcia Hahn and Erin Morrison go up to block a kill by Murray State’s Jessica Wood,
Saturday afternoon in Lantz Gymnasium. The Panthers won in five games.
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Soccer falls to Creighton
By David Pump
Associate sports editor
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. – The men’s soc-
cer team fell Friday afternoon to nationally
ranked and eventual tournament winner
Creighton 1-0, in the second round of the
Missouri Valley Conference playoffs, to
end its season.
Eastern (12-5-3) played one of its best
games of the season against the Bluejays
(13-3-2), in the final game for seniors Mike
Czarnecki, Matt Bobo, Kyle Mittendorf,
Dylan Shaughnessy and Jeff Nix.  
“The guys gave all they had,” Mittendorf
said.  “We didn’t have anything left to give,
we left it all on the field.”
Despite being outshot 17-3, Eastern had
an opportunity to tie the match with 22
minutes remaining in the second half when
Nix’s shot was stopped by Creighton goal-
keeper Tom Zawislan.  
But the Panthers may not have been in
that situation if it had not been for sopho-
more goalkeeper Ryan Waguespack.  The
Panther goalkeeper played another stellar
game against Creighton, saving 10 shots,
many of which were from in close range.
“Waguespack is good and he was tough
today,” Creighton coach Bret Simon said.
“Every coach in this conference will be
happy the day he graduates.”
The only shot to sneak by Waguespack
was on a rebound by Danny Madrigal. The
MVC Player of the Year, Richard
Mulrooney took the initial shot, but
Waguespack pushed it to the right side
when Madrigal came from the side and
tucked it home for the only goal of the con-
test.
“We created many good chances, but we
missed them too,” Simon said.  “It’s playoff
soccer, we wanted to be a little more care-
ful and not give them a chance to comeback
on us like they did last weekend.”
Creighton was led in shots by Brian
Mullan and Angel Rivillo who each took
three, as Mulrooney and Patrick Parker
took two each, respectively.
Eastern received shots from freshman
Ben Cox, Czarnecki and Nix, but were
unable get off any other shots on goal in the
contest.
The Panthers may have been a little tired
coming into the contest after defeating
Western Kentucky Thursday afternoon in a
shootout. The return of Shaughnessy, who
sat out the first-round game with yellow
card accumulations, and the help of the
players off of the bench, Tim Fredin, Andy
Nijoka, Jake Spain and Travis Johnson
helped the Panthers stay competitive
throughout the contest.
Sweep gives
Eastern first
league title
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer
The Panthers wrapped up their 1998 regu-
lar season by winning all three matches on
their final home stand.
Eastern concluded the season with a
sweep of in-state rival Western Illinois (15-3,
15-4, 15-9) on Sunday.
And how fitting that on senior day the
seniors would take over.  Missy Hollenkamp
and Sherry Austin led the Panthers in what
was their final regular season match.
Hollenkamp lead the defense with a
match-high 19 digs while Austin paced the
offense with a match-high 12 kills.
“It has definitely been a season to remem-
ber, but it is not over yet,” Hollenkamp said.
“We are going to go out with a bigger bang.”
The bigger bang Hollenkamp is referring
to will come next week in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament. 
The Panthers will get a first-round bye and
then face the winner of the Austin Peay/
Murray State match.
In the Panthers’ second game of the week-
end, they defeated one of their possible tour-
nament opponents in Murray State.
Eastern outlasted the Racers and earned a
five-game win (15-12,12-15, 15-7, 14-16 and
19-17).
The victory improved the Panthers’ OVC
record to 17-1 and gave Eastern the OVC reg-
ular season title by three games.
“It was an all around ugly match, but it’s a
win and it is good to have a tight match before
the tournament,” Panther head coach Betty
Ralston said.
The Panthers won the first game after trail-
ing throughout. Murray answered with a win
in the second, but the Panthers turned it
around in the third game with a commanding
win.
Eastern seemed to have the match in hand
after its win in the third, but the Racers won
the fourth game that could have went either
Panthers second
round loss ends
career for seniors
Offense has best output of season as Panthers cruise
By Chad Merda
Managing editor
Out of the playoff hunt, the
Panther football team knew it still
had a lot to play for – and it sent
that message emphatically
Saturday to Tennessee-Martin in
the form of a 56-35 road win.
“It’s a great win for us and the
coaches talked all week to stay
hyped up and not let an 0-9 team
mess us up,” quarterback Anthony
Buich said. “It was by far our best
offensive output; we ran on all
cylinders.”
A bit of an understatement, con-
sidering Eastern racked up 637
yards of offense. Buich went 15-of-
17 for 330 yards and three touch-
downs while tailback Wayne
Brown led the way with 174 yards
rushing and two touchdowns.
Tailback Shaun Grace also broke
the century mark with 111 yards on
the ground, a rushing touchdown
and another through the air.
Martin dropped to 0-10 overall
and 0-7 in the Ohio Valley
Conference while Eastern is now 6-
4 and 4-2 in OVC play. With one
game remaining, Saturday’s victo-
ry guarantees the Panthers of a
winning season, something they
have been focusing on since last
week’s loss to Murray State closed
the door on any playoff hopes.
“For the seniors, it makes them
the winningest class in Eastern his-
tory,” safety Justin Stone said. “It’s
something we can be proud of.”
Stone, in his first career start as
a result of Jay Grodecki’s injury,
led the defense with 11 tackles.
The senior, who’s in his first year
with the football team after using
up his baseball eligibility, said
being nervous wasn’t an option.
“I got over peeing in my pants
(earlier in) my career,” Stone said.
“I knew all week Jay probably was-
n’t going to play and I was just out
there doing what I could.”
Unfortunately for Eastern, the
Skyhawks were doing everything
they could to make a game of it.
The Panthers jumped out to a
21-7 lead early in the second quar-
ter, but Martin drew within seven at
the 6:49 mark on an 11-yard pass
from quarterback John Repella to
receiver Brian Webb. However,
with 1:10 left in the half, tailback
Justin Lynch scored on a 6-yard
run to give Eastern the 28-14
advantage.
With 14 seconds remaining,
Martin capped off a 10-play, 72-
yard drive with a 9-yard touch-
down pass from Repella to receiver
Deundre Greer, once again closing
the gap to seven at 28-21 Eastern.
“It was discouraging to be up
28-14 with a minute left and then
they took it down the field (and
scored),” Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said. “I was concerned
because I knew we had to open up
the half and kick off to them.”
Martin’s opening drive resulted
in a missed field goal from 37
yards out and Eastern then took
three plays to score, with Grace the
benefactor of a 77-yard touchdown
pass from Buich.
“During the year, they scouted a
lot of hitches and we just prepared
to go deep behind them,” Buich
said. “We knew all we needed was
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I got over peeing in my pants (earlier in) my career ... I
knew all week Jay probably wasn’t going to play and I was
just out there doing what I could.
Justin Stone
senior safety
“
”
Buich has career
day in Eastern’s
56-35 victory
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Freshman Travis Johnson tries to break away from Creighton’s Richard Mulrooney in the
Panthers’ 1-0 loss in the Missouri Valley soccer tournament.
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Seniors take over
in final regular
season match
